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ABSTRACT

In this paper we consider an optimal control problem for a

system described by a linear partial differential equation of

the parabolic-hyperbolic type with time delay in the state.

The right-hand side of this equation and the initial condi-

tions are not continuous functions usually, but they are measur-

2 rP

able functions belonging to L or L^spaces. Therefore, the solu-

tion of this equation is given by a certain Sobolev space.

The time delay in the state is constant, but it can be also

a function of time.
The control time T is fixed in our problem.

Making use of the Milutin-Dubovicki theorem necessary and

sufficient conditions of optimality with the quadratic perfor-

mance functional and constrained control are derived for the

Dirichlet problem. '

The flow chart of the algorithm which can be used in the nu-

merical solving of certain optimization problems for distributed

systems is also presented.
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1. PARABOLIC- HYPERBOLIC EQUATIONS WITH TIME DELAY WITHOUT

CONTROL

At the beginning we consider evolution equation with time

delay. We have to find a function y(x,x ,t) which fulfil the

following conditions:

where : {*o,tj£ G = (o.a^ X (-%.

^ t'io ;'oiu-i::n .wr '.]:c L j

+ -z-*— + A [x.i

y(x,xo,t) = g(x,xo,t)

y(*.*0.o) = yp(
x»:

y(x,O,t) = 0

where :

{o,a ; are given functions,

(1)

CO

Su C Rn - a bounded,open set with boundary] , which is a C -

manifold of dimension (n-Y) . Locally^? is totally on one side / ,

f 9 \(x,xQ,t,x - )The operator A has the form

9

and the functions aijCx 'xo'V s a t l s f y t h e conditions

1=1

Equations (2) '- (p) can be presented in a more convenient

form, after defining the operator

by the formula

My(t)
( t- t0) t > o

t / 1 0

and the function

Then equations ( ^ 7 the form

9 t
+ Ay + My = f

CO
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y(*,*0.o)

y(x,o,t)

It is easy to notice that in the interval (0,T/ equations

(10s)

O

z C11)are equivalent to (2^. But in the interval QtQ,

from (9) ~ (iV) we get

+ Ay = + Ag

(x ,0 , t )

(T

may be

On the basis of the theorem about the existence and the unique-

ness of the solution of the parabolic-hyperbolic equation

Theorems 9.1, 9.2, 9.3 [f> ) we see tl'flt y = c i n ("Tj,'0)-

Existence end uniqueness of the solution of equations C2) - (0)

proved using a construction method, i . e . solving at f i r s t equations

(2) '- [5) in the sub interval ( f j /O and in turn in ( ^ . z ' M

etc . , until the nhole Interval (O,T) ia,1 covcrei.
By this method Llie solution in tlie previous :;tep i s the in i t ia l condition

far the next one.

Really, in every interval the solution of equations (2) ^ (5)

exists and Is unique (Theorems 9 .1 , 9.2, 9.3 [6/J-

More general cases, e.g. vihenT is a function of time, are

considered by Artola in M and Baiocchi in

2 . DIRICHLET^S PROBLEM WITH THE QUADRATIC PERFORMANCE FUNCTIONAL

AND THE CONSTRAINED CONTROL. DISTRIBUTED CONTROL AND OBSERVA-

TION.

Now, we formulate the control problem for the system de-

scribed by the following equation

_ + _ + Ay + My = f + u

(x,xo.t)

(x,x0) 00
y(x,O,t) = 0

where :

= u(x,xo,t) y = y^,xo,t) f s

The right-hand side of the equation /i2)and the initial

conditions are not continuous functions usually, but they are

measurable functions belonging to L or if*^spaces.

Therefore we shall look for the solution of the equation

(i2) 7 (15) in some Sobolev spaces.

Let us denote by Y = L (Q ;H (S2)J the space of states,

and by U « L (QxQ) the space of controls.

The control time T is fixed and the observation is distrib-

uted in the setS^-xQ in our problem.



The performance functional is given by

l/V.u) = -C v-z.-v-z. N * - . + <^ Nu,u

where :

w ) - Is a given element in LZ(Qx(~))

- is a hermltian operator which performed

the coercive condition

2 -Vr- ~̂  U'O
Vu£U,V>0

u
We assume the following constraint on controls u <= Uad - is

a closed, convex set with non-empty interior, a subset of IT (17)

Making use of Hilutin - Dubovicki's Theorem we shall derive

the necessary and sufficient conditions of optimalIty for the

optimization problem (12J f (i?)-

The idea of Milutin - Dubovicki's method was particularly

described in j 5 , therefore we shall not present, this method here.

The solution of the stated optimal control problem is equiv-

alent to seeking a couple / y , u ) £ E = Y x U which satisfies

equations (j2) 7 (15) and minimizing performance functional M S )

with the constraint on controls (J 7).

We formulate the necessary and sufficient conditions of the

optimality in the following form t

Theorem 1

The solution of the optimization problem (12) -»- (i 7) exists

and is unique by the assumptions mentioned above and the neces-

sary and sufficient conditions of the optimality are characterized

by the following system of partial differential equations and

inequalities :

equation of the system control

^ 2K

y(x,x0,o) = yF

y(x,0,t) = 0

x.t) = 0

Ay

adjoint equation

9 P

= 0

p(x,ao,t) = 0

p(x,xo,t) = 0

+ A^o + yO(*-'
ro) = f + uo

+ A p + p
'o/ yo zd

(o,ao),

•

(19)

(22)

(23)

(25)

(26)
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maximum condition

.oft
Proof

According to the theorem of Milutin - Dubovickl we approxi-

mate the set representing the inequality constraints by the regu-

lar admissible cone, the equality constraint by the regular tan-

gent cone and the performance functional by the regular improve-

ment cone,

aj Analysis of the Equality Constraint

The set Q.j representing the equality constraint has the form

+ Ay + My = f + u

/(x.O.t) = 0

We construct the regular tangent cone of the set Q* using the

ernik theorem (Theorem 9.1 M l .

For this purpose we define the operator Pj in the form

+ Ay + My - f - u,y(x,xo , t j ,

i. y^.0^)) (30)

,ulThe operator P(y,ul is the mapping from the space

X L2 GXQ) into the space

The Frechet differential of the operator PAr,uj in writte

in the following form ',

+ Ay + My - u,

y(x,xo,tj y(x,xo,o), y(x,O,tJj

i s the l inear bounded mapping (Theorem
\ V

M are linear

Really, ^—— +

2-s [TJJ , A^.^o-t.^H (Theorem 9.1 \_6jj and

and bounded mappings.

Using Theorems 9 . 1 , 9.3 £6 we can prove that p ' / y ,u ] i

the operator "one to one" from the space I, u9;H1 (S£))x L2

onto L2(®;H~1(Sil)) >* L2f0;H1 (^)J X L2/o,a iJ,2(52/)>< L2^-^ ,T

Considering that the assumptions of Lusternik's theorem are

fulfilled we can take down the regular tangent cone for the set

in the formin a point/yo,u

RTC C C ) °
It is easy to notice that it is a subspace. Therefore using

Theorem 10.1 [5J we know the form of the functional belonging to

the adjoint cone

- 8 -
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(jj'7enTC(Qit(5°'U

b) Analysis of the Constraint on Controls

Using Theorem 10.5 p] we approximate the set 0 2 = Y X U
gdrepresenting the inequality constraint by the regular admissible

cone RAqQ-.fy ,u]\. The functional f, belonging to the adjoint

cone|RAc/Q2, {y o ,u^ jF has the form

where :

= o Y"y /Theorem 10.1 [5
T'?(j*) ~ ts tne s uPP° r t functional to the set U a d in a point

u [Theorem 10.5 /5 | ] .

c) Analysis of the Performance Functional

On the basis of Theorem 7.5 JVjwe construct the regular

improvement cone RFC fl, ( V ^ u M for the performance functional ^19.

The Frechet differential I'/'y^uj/'y.u) has the form

By virtue of Theorem 7.5 JVL we get

and is

wheree • A.

It is easy to verify that y(_ ^ 0. Because Lr A o = °i

all functionals f^, f2, f» in Euler* s equation are equalv zero.

But according to the theorem of Milutin-Dubovicki it is impossible.

cj Analysis of the Euler-Lagrange Equation

The Euler-Lagrange equation for our optimization problem has

the form

Because of ̂ (V.u)

this equation simplifies to

C35)
o\j(y,ujQ R T C k f ^ ^ u^Jj in (35) then

s to ^

Putting ( w into (36J, we obtain

d x d x o d t

We transform the first component of the right hand-side of

(37j introducing the adjoint variable by the equation

3P ^P

(38)

p(x,xo,t) = o xeV ,

(40)

(M)
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where :

tg [-V7-'
t e (T-TO.T)

and using the formulas y(x,x ,tj = 0, y/x,xo,0)

y(x,O,t) = 0, + + Ay + My = Ti.

Then using Lemma 9.2 |_6 j we get

0,

.dt

Taking into account the equality

in the form

we can write down

Using the definition of the support functional £5] we get

u - u

Dividing both memberK of the last inequality by X o»
 w e finally

pet. t!ie maximum condition

, u-u H u ̂  ad

In order to prove the sufficiency of the derived conditions

of the optimality we use the fact that constraints and the

performance functional are convex and Slater's condition satisfies

(Theorem 15.2^1).

There ' exists a point ( y,u\^ int Qp such thatf y,u ) ̂  0^,

This fact follows immediately from the existence of non-empty

interior in the set Q^ and from the existence of the solution

of the equation M2J 7 (15) as well.

The uniqueness of the optimal control follows from the strict

nonvexity of the performance functional M w . This last remark

iiuuciudes the proof of theorem 1.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We must remark that the optimal conditions we derived above,
us

a] ~\ ow/to obtain an analytical formula for the optimal control

/ Nl

in particular cases (e.g. there are no constraints on controls).

It results from the following^ the determining of the function

p(x,x ,t) in the maximum condition is possible from the adjoint

equation, if and only if we know y fjt,x ,t) will suit the control

uo(x,xo,t) .

These mutual connections make the practical usage of the de-

rived optimization formulas difficult. Go that we resign from

the exact determining of the optimal control and we use approxi-

mation methods.

In the case of nun-coercive performance functional (in the

formula (16J N = 0) the optimal control problem (12) '- (i7j win

reduce to the minimizing of a functional on a closed and convex

- j ;•-



subset in a Hilbert space.

Then the optimal control problem is equivalent to a quadratic

programming which can be solved by the use of the well known

algorithms e.g. Gilbert's ( 4 , Barrs [3] or Nahi-Wheeler's [el

ones.

In this case we can show the course of calculations on the

flow chart (fid).
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